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Evolution Board
with Presidential Trim

50 Year
Guarantee

Rounded Presidential Trim adds an upscale 
appearance to any environment.



Balt® & Best-Rite® are brand divisions of 
MooreCo Inc.
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Made in the USA.
*Ships UPS   **Ships UPS OS1
Due to shipping restrictions, boards listed as 3'H x 4'W actually measure 33 3⁄4"H x 48"W.

Evolution Board with Presidential Trim

 ▪ The versatile Evolution Board is the ideal choice for a multipurpose audio/
visual environment. The specially engineered magnetic porcelain steel surface 
provides rich and vivid projector images and doubles as a markerboard.

 ▪ Low gloss matte gray finish provides exceptional sharpness and clarity, 
eliminating projection dullness caused by external light sources.

 ▪ Surface requires weekly cleaning with a damp cloth for optimum 
performance. A small amount of marker ghosting may occur.

 ▪ Rounded anodized aluminum Presidential Trim includes injection-molded 
curved corner pieces for an upscale and modern board. Includes matching 
Magnetic Q-Tray for accessories. Available in silver or black.

 ▪ Made in the USA. TAA compliant. 50 year guarantee.

A. Evolution Board - Presidential Trim
Silver Black Dimensions Ship Wt.
404PA-52* 404PA-T1-52* 1 1⁄2'H x 2'W 10 lbs
404PB-52* 404PB-T1-52* 2'H x 3'W 20 lbs
404PC-52** 404PC-T1-52** 3'H x 4'W 36 lbs
404PD-52 404PD-T1-52 4'H x 4'W 69 lbs
404PF-52 404PF-T1-52 4'H x 5'W 84 lbs
404PG-52 404PG-T1-52 4'H x 6'W 94 lbs
404PH-52 404PH-T1-52 4'H x 8'W 120 lbs
404PK-52 404PK-T1-52 4'H x 10'W 146 lbs
404PM-52 404PM-T1-52 4'H x 12'W 194 lbs
404PP-52 404PP-T1-52 4'H x 16'W 243 lbs

Technical Specifications

 ▪ Multipurpose magnetic surface that provides exceptional sharpness 
and clarity with projected images, and excellent writability for dry erase 
markers. 

 ▪ Good color contrast with 60% less glare than standard porcelain steel 
surfaces. 

 ▪ Damp erasing is required for optimum performance. Some ghosting 
may occur.

 ▪ A precisely balanced porcelain enamel ground coat is furnace-fused to 
both sides of 28 gauge (standard) or 24 gauge (custom) steel. 

 ▪ The first furnace fuses a ground coat of enamel that is heat-softened at 
approximately 1450º F. The second furnace firing fuses a coat of enamel 
to the ground coat enamel. Color Fusion ceramic top coat is applied 
providing the desired surface color. 

 ▪ A fade resistant waterproof resin glue bonds the porcelain to a 
moisture-resistant core. Custom sizes are available.


